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To design modern materials with a specific response, the consequences of directionally dependent interactions on the self-

assembly of constituent nanoparticles need to be properly understood. Directionality arises in the study of anisometric nanopar-

ticles, where geometry has a drastic effect on the properties observed. Given the fact that magnetic interactions are inherently

anisotropic, if one constructs these particles from a magnetic medium, an interesting interplay between the two sources of direc-

tionality will occur. We have investigated this scenario by exploring systems of dipolar nanocube monolayers. Using an applied

analytical approach, in combination with molecular dynamics simulations, we have determined the ground state structures of

individual monolayer clusters. Taking inspiration from experiments, two different fixed dipole orientations for the permanent

magnetisation of the nanocubes were considered: the first aligned along the [001] crystallographic axis of each cube, and the

second along the [111] axis. We discovered that the structure of the ground state is distinctly different for the two systems of

permanently magnetised nanocubes; [001] cubes form dipolar chains in the ground state, whereas those with [111] orientation

adopt square lattice structures. The discovered configurations in the ground state represent two different structural motifs, as yet

unobserved in the ground state of other magnetic nanoparticle systems.

1 Introduction

Nanoscopic magnetic particles are utilised in many modern

functional materials that are extremely versatile and often have

desirable switchable properties. Understanding and predicting

the processes in which these particles assemble enables tailor-

made materials to be built from the bottom up. The specific

properties of materials can be designed by exploiting the way

in which the constituent particles self-organise. These self-

assembly mechanisms are effected by numerous internal and

external influences. The magnetic character of the particles

will effect the microstructure that is formed, while the shape

of the assembling units is a competing factor that will also

drastically alter the mechanism and resulting outcome of as-

sembly processes.1,2 External influences will include the ther-

modynamic conditions and the presence of a magnetic field.

All of these variables can be manipulated in tandem to tune

the material for a desired response.

Systems of anisometric magnetic nanoparticles are an ex-

citing area of materials research due to combinations of di-

rectionally dependent interactions. For instance, it is possi-
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ble to introduce changes in the anisotropy of the magnetic in-

teraction, exemplified in experiments on magnetically capped

colloids and magnetic Janus particles, as well as the predic-

tions of the shifted dipole model.3–7 An alternative, however,

is to introduce a directionally dependent steric interaction re-

sulting from anisometric particles; there are numerous exam-

ples of studies on such particles (for instance rods, ellipsoids

and peanuts).8–13 Tierno recently gave a thorough overview

of contemporary anisotropic magnetic colloids, highlighting

the range of applicability and structural diversity.14 Here we

are concerned with the consequences of the second scenario,

whereby the interplay between particle geometry and inher-

ent anisotropy of the magnetic interaction creates interesting

pathways for self-assembly to follow. In particular, we shall

focus on particles of perhaps the simplest anisometric shape

that one could consider: the cube.

The experimental realisation of cubic particles is now read-

ily reproducible, thanks to advances in colloidal synthe-

sis techniques and nanofabrication.15–20 Depending on the

method of synthesis, a large range of particle sizes is acces-

sible, from truly nanoscopic particles on the order of several

nanometers up to the micrometer regime. Systems in the mi-

crometer regime benefit from the ability to apply real-space

optical imaging techniques to the study of the assembly pro-

cess.21 In contrast to spherical magnetic nanoparticle systems,

which form chain and ring structures, cubic particles display a

preference for ordered arrays of particles.22,23
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The spontaneous assembly of superlattices occurs fre-

quently in three dimensional experimental systems, typically

consisting of iron oxide nanocubes with varying levels of trun-

cation.24–26 In micron sized systems of hematite cubes, the

particles are too heavy to remain suspended in solution, result-

ing in the formation of interesting body-centred monoclinic

sedimentary crystals.27 However, in a purely two-dimensional

example of hematite cube assembly, simple square lattices

have also been observed.28 Cubes synthesised from materi-

als other than traditional ferrous oxides show interesting vari-

ations in behaviour. Lead sulphide nanocubes exhibit an ef-

fect whereby the superlattice has a characteristic tilt.29 Nickel

platinum alloy nanocubes form monolayers in which parti-

cles stand on their vertices, attributed to their magnetic easy

axis lying along the [111] crystallographic direction.18 This is

in contrast to cubes of FePt that have a preference for mag-

netisation along [001].30 It is evident that the direction of the

net magnetic orientation relative to the cube geometry is an

important relationship when predicting the structure of ob-

served clusters. For systems of nanocubes at low tempera-

tures, the assembly mechanism drives the particles to adopt

structures that reduce the total magnetic moment of clusters

by enclosing the magnetic flux. These structures are termed

flux-closure rings in solution and flux-polygons in the pres-

ence of interactions with a hydrophilic substrate and are con-

sidered to be possible candidates for next generation magnetic

memory storage.31,32 Recent advances in electron hologra-

phy and micro-SQUID techniques have shown an absence of

long-range ferromagnetic ordering in magnetic nanomateri-

als.33 Magnetic cubes have also been utilised in the formation

of other functional colloidal particles, with imbedded cubic

patches or hollow cubic cavities.2,34 These extended function-

alisation schemes have been exploited in the study of active

colloids.35

From the various parameters that can be controlled in sys-

tems of nanoparticles, the effect of particle anisometry on sys-

tem behaviour has been studied most extensively in the sim-

ulation and theory of nonmagnetic systems. Simulations of

bulk hard cubes and cuboids, based upon a spherical building

block model, have hinted at interesting phase behaviour and

the possibility of a liquid-crystalline cubatic phase.36,37 Sub-

sequent studies, encompassing many other hard polyhedral

particles, describe the full range of assembled structures stem-

ming solely from the particle shape.38–43 Additionally, the dis-

covery of vacancy stabilisation mechanisms in hard cube crys-

tals has been reported.44 The phase behaviour of so-called ‘su-

per balls’, which nicely mimic the curvature present in experi-

mentally synthesised cubes, has been mapped out as a function

of the particle curvature.45,46

If we now consider cube systems that are influenced by

dipolar interactions, the observed behaviour is in clear con-

trast to that of dipolar spheres (as one would expect). The

bulk behaviour of dipolar nanocubes has been discussed pre-

viously by Zhang et al, who report the assembly of nanor-

ings, nanowires and nanosheets in systems with additional at-

tractive interactions between the nanocube faces.47 Others re-

port the prediction and observation of lattice-like structures in

two-dimensional systems under the influence of weak mag-

netic fields.28 The effect of induced dipoles on systems of

colloidal cubes in an electrostatic context has also been ad-

dressed recently. Interesting phase behaviour was reported,

including the presence of a chain fluid phase, a hexagonal

columnar phase of these chains, and an ordered crystal phase.

The predictions compared favourably to the experimental ob-

servations also performed.48 Returning to the context of mag-

netism, novel helical superstructures of nanocubes have been

recently synthesised. The formation of these structures was

attributed to the complicated interplay between Van der Waals

and the dipole interaction, and entropic forces with the cou-

pling of an external field.49

In order to predict and tailor the behaviour of nanocubes

on the macroscopic scale, one first needs to understand their

self-assembly in the absence of thermal fluctuations (i.e. low

temperature → 0K). We utilise a model consisting of ele-

ments suggested by John et. al (coarse-grained cube struc-

ture) and Zhang et. al (magnetic dipole approximation).36,47

This model is used as the basis of low temperature molecular

dynamics simulations in which we try to elucidate the possi-

ble ground state structures. Alongside simulations, we have

used analytical theory to predict the energy of candidate struc-

tures. In order for analytical calculations to be tractable, we

limit the movement of the cubes’ centres of mass to two di-

mensions (i.e. a monolayer); rotations in three dimensions,

however, remain possible. This scheme is termed quasi two

dimensions (Q2D) and suitably mirrors common experimental

arrangements. Applying both of these techniques simultane-

ously, we hope to elucidate the most favourable structures at

low temperatures and, subsequently, infer the structural mo-

tif that constitutes the ground state configurations of magnetic

nanocube systems.

2 Methodology: Simulation & Theory

2.1 Particle Model

In simulation, cubes were treated as monodisperse rigid bod-

ies interacting via magnetic and steric potentials only. The

magnetic interaction was characterised by the familiar dipolar

approximation, where the interaction between particle mag-

netic moments mi and m j has the form,

Ud(i j) =
(mi.m j)

r3
− 3(mi.ri j)(m j.ri j)

r5
. (1)
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ments in an effort to form ring structures.

If one makes a comparison between the configurations and

the simulation data, it is clear that rotational freedom in certain

cluster sizes alters the total energy. In particular, for N = 3,

the two non-central nanocubes reduce the cluster energy fur-

ther by rotating away from full face-to-face contact. The same

effect is observed for N = 5 where the additional fifth particle,

separate from the favourable ring of four, lowers the cluster

energy by performing a similar rotation. This added rotation

freedom was not accounted for in calculations. As a result,

for clusters where nanocubes are free of confinement by two

or more other particles, there are larger deviations from the-

ory. The subtle effect of surface roughness allows cubes to

nestle closer to one another. It is clear, however, that the con-

sequences of this artefact are small and the analytical predic-

tions are still valid. One should also note the reduction in the

energy fluctuations as the lattice size increases; this is evident

in both simulation and theory.

From the evidence we have presented, it is clear that

nanocubes with a dipole orientated along the [111] crystallo-

graphic axis have a single ground state configuration: a simple

square lattice. However, various manifestations of the lattice

are found depending on the cluster size. This stems from the

creation of favourable four membered rings: the universal mo-

tif of the ground state. Dipolar nanocubes of this orientation

are the first reported magnetic nanoparticles to form close-

packed lattices in isolated ground state clusters. Interestingly,

due to the strong energetic favourability of four membered

rings, it is foreseeable that the behaviour of a suspension of

[111] nanocubes at ambient temperature would be dominated

by the formation of N = 4 clusters.

4.3 Magnetic character of nanocube clusters

Finally, it is necessary to comment briefly on the magnetic

characteristics of the ground state structures that we have

found. A simple but useful way of quantifying this is to deter-

mine the total magnetic dipole moment of each cluster. The

magnitude of the total moment normalised by that of a single

particle is given as,

Dm(N) =

√

(

∑
N
i=1 mi

x

)2
+
(

∑
N
i=1 mi

y

)2
+
(

∑
N
i=1 mi

z

)2

|m| . (26)

The components of the ith dipole of the cluster have been de-

noted mi = (mi
x, mi

y, mi
z). Dm describes the individual mag-

netisation of each cluster relative to that of a single free nano

cube.

For the case of [001] nanocubes, given the fact that the

ground states are collinear chains, the value of Dm will in the-

ory increase identically with N. Consequently, the value of

the total dipole moment per particle, dm(N) = Dm/N, will be

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

N

−0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

d
m
(N

)

Theory-[001]

Theory-[111]

Sim-[001]

Sim-[111]

Fig. 10 Variation of total dipole moment for each system as a

function of cluster size. Lines are derived from analytical

calculation and the points are from simulation. The discrepancy

present for N = 3 can be attributed to the rotational offset of two of

the cluster’s particles.

a constant equal to unity, as shown in Fig. 10. The agreement

between theory and simulation is excellent; the nanocubes in

each chain are very precisely oriented in a single direction.

The result from this straightforward process has unique signif-

icance. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first example

of a magnetic nanoparticle system whose configuration, in iso-

lated clusters, does not form to enclose the magnetic flux in the

ground state. The individual structures have a non-zero total

dipole moment irrespective of cluster size, which one would

expect to result in a strong initial magnetic susceptibility.

In contrast, for [111] nanocubes, the fluctuating cluster en-

ergies will give rise to fluctuations in the total magnetic mo-

ment. The variation of the total dipole moment per particle,

dm(N), is given in Fig. 10. Despite the fluctuations, trends

can be drawn between different clusters (presented in Table

1). Two important observation can be made. First of all, dm

tends to zero with increasing N for each classification. Sec-

ondly, clusters where a full complement of rings is formed

(i.e. clusters where mod [N,4] = 0) have zero total moment

as the magnetic flux is completely enclosed. Thus, the system

generally behaves in the conventional manner where particles

assemble in structures that minimise the magnetic flux in the

ground state.

5 Conclusion

The competition between directional interactions offers vari-

ous pathways for self-assembly, each with exciting possibili-

ties. Here we have discussed the interesting example of dipo-

lar nanocubes. In order to use a combination of analytical the-

ory and molecular dynamics simulations, the nanocubes were

1–13 | 11
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Table 1 Summary of the variation of total dipole moment per

particle, highlighting the similarities between different cluster sizes.

Cluster Size / N Total moment per particle / dm

4, 8, 12, 16 0

3, 5, 7, 13, 15 1/N

2, 6, 10, 14 2
√

3/3N

11
√

11/3N

9
√

57/3N

confined to a Q2D monolayer. We have studied the behaviour

of these magnetic nanocubes in the limit of T = 0K, with the

aim of elucidating the structural traits of isolated ground state

clusters. Two orientations of the dipole relative to the cube

surface were considered, namely in the crystallographic direc-

tions [001] and [111].
For orientation [001], we discovered that linear chain aggre-

gates with a collinear dipolar configuration occupy the ground

state. We performed analytical calculations of the chain en-

ergy and found consistent agreement with the results of replica

exchange molecular dynamics simulations. This expected

ground state is the first such example of a magnetic nanoparti-

cle system whose isolated clusters do not exhibit any tendency

to enclose the magnetic flux.

In the case of [111] oriented cubes, the ground state was

found to consist of structures derived from a simple square lat-

tice. The lattice combines traits of other structure types; it is

an antiparallel assembly of zig-zag chains, which in turn form

favourable rings of four dipoles. A theoretical framework was

developed to determine the energy of these lattice structures

and compared favourably to simulations. Again this is a novel

system, thanks to the close-packed lattice ground state, a struc-

ture not yet observed in other magnetic nanoparticles at 0K.

From the evidence we have presented here, it is plausible

that macroscopic suspension of these nanocubes could exhibit

similarly interesting magnetic properties. In order to explore

this, we aim to make predictions about the macroscopic mag-

netic properties of nanocubes by calculating the initial mag-

netic susceptibility, work that is currently ongoing.
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